Editorial

Keeping it clean

This year's Undergraduate Associations (UA) elections are to be held on April 23, and it seems the race may be the most interesting one in a long while.

To begin with, many more students now seem interested in student government than has been the case in the last few years. The new, revised GA is a clear evidence of this, as was the good turnout for last Saturday's round of hearings for seats on Institute committees.

It is good that students are finally beginning to feel involved again, or at least interested in the workings of the UA and its activities. The disheartening shape the new administration is taking under President-elect Gray, the frightening increases in tuition and fees, and the continuing shakeups at the Institute has been appearing almost continuously for the last month or so. The material can get fairly boring, and it seems that many people are choosing to ignore it. Now, although such apathetic inattention may be harmless for those about to graduate, for anyone planning to be around after the Institute has a significant impact on the University offers further proof. No one at BU would deny that John Silber's personality is reflected in the recent controversies that have plagued that school. Perhaps the problem is one of far-sightedness; no one at BU would deny that John Silber's personality is reflected in the recent controversies that have plagued that school. Perhaps the problem is one of far-sightedness; no one at BU would deny that John Silber's personality is reflected in the recent controversies that have plagued that school.

The MIT administration, under the leadership of President Weisner and Chancellor Gray, should be applauded for its success in promoting a serious attitude concerning sexual harassment complaints. A bill to prohibit sexual harassment was recently passed in the legislature. The Institute has a nearly perfect record for handling complaints before the end of the seven would be disastrous in a year as crucial as this for the students of this Institute.

Because of this, we must deplore what appears to be the increasing politicization of student government by its leaders in action. No instance is more crucial as this for the students of this Institute.
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It is equally important the student body emerge from the approach. But, at the same time, the importance of keeping the student body involved and interested in the issues is one is more crucial as this for the students of this Institute.
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